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Introduction:

CEl-1 This project is about the improvement of assembly line of Air Conditioner (Cooler
AC35) using Line balancing and Simulation in Absal factory. Absal factory is located
next to Elmosanat University; Narmak Ave. Tehran .lt is one ofthe largest factories in
Iran which produce household devices. The project starred in Feb-200g and finished in
Aug-2008 .It was my university frnal project which I submitted to university as my
thesis. My peer and I were introduced to production planning and euality Control
departments to start the project.

Background:

cEl-2 To make a clear image about the project I have to mention, because of different types
of wastes such as a large number of operators, long waiting time in queues for
different pats and lack ofon time delivery ofva ous parts to assembly line ofCooler
AC35, which resulted in down time of assembly line, this project was defined.
Therefore, the nature ofthe project was analysis and optimization ofAssembly Line of
AC35, using Line Balancing and Simulation. AIso, two side production lines of plate

and Blower Blade which directly entered the assembly line were analyzed, as well.

This project was proposed by me because, I had done Six Sigma project in Absal
factory on the Idle time of Press Machineries in Absal production plant in my
noviciate pe od .Therefore, I was aware of numerous problems involved in assembly

line of AC35 .l began my job as a simulator of assembly line and I worked directly
with my university prcfessor and production planning manager.

Personal work place Activity

I should mention all the activities lelated to assemblv line ofAC35 were done bv me
and those were related to two side production line of Plate and Blower Blade were
taken by my peer. The SAME activities which will be descdbed. (three phases: time
study. line balancinq and simulation) were taken for these two cateqories both.

cEl -4 This project had three defined phases, included time study, line balancing and

simulation. These thee phases were scheduled by Microsoft Project Software in detail.

cEl-5 The anay ofassembly line ofAC35was one conveyer in the middle that operators

worked around it in both sides. Its layout illustated in the Fig.l.

Ho
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CEI-6 In the first phase .\ir'hich was time study, all working stations ofthese lines were
determined. The layout ofthese lines is illustrated bellow (Fig.2).

CE I.7 Time study is not an easy job, all standards ofthisjob need to be taken into accormt.
In order to achieve above aim, we tried to do time study in specific time ofthe day to
maintain corelation among the times. I caried out time study ofassembly line by
using stop watch method. In cases which operatoN didn't cooperate and tried to kill
time or increase it, I stopped the watch. To enhance the accuracy, I took time ofeach
working station 10 times and calculated its mean for each station.

In order to calculate standaxd time for each working station. we used formula bellow:
Normal time = Performance rate * Mean
Standard time : U+ Sum ofAllowances in percentagelxNormal time
Performance rate for each operator is different. It depends on how fast they do the job,
skills, conect motions and etc., alters from 0.8 to 1.20. Ifthe operator obeyed all rules,
1.20 was allocated to him. On the contrarv. ifhe wasted a lot oftime. 0.8 was
allocated to him.

In Absal factory, allowances for those who worked while they were seated was 0.14
and 0.16 for operators who stood. For those, that some times were seated and

sometimes not 0.15 was considered. I used excel software to insert the above formula
that calculated all needed infomation automaticallv.

cE1-8

cEl-9
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cEl-r0

cEl-11

cEl-12

cE1-13

Aier time study finished, second phase which was line balancing began. Win eSB
Soft\are was used for this purpose because, it has various indushial capabitities and
had different options. One of these options is F.L.L. (Facility Locatior & Layoug
which was used in this project to balance the lines.

The required infonnation for FLL Softwaxe was task number and task time. lLL
considers priodty and allocates tasks to u/orking stations in order to reduce idle time.

At filst we entered the cunent task data (41 tasks) and received report bellow:

This repof depicts that idle time in current layout is I 4 I .46 seconds (20.80%).
In order to reduce the total idte time and wasled time by operators, I merged some
tasks. In this way, I reduced the number of the task from 4 | tro 2l and the bellow
rcport was illustatod;

It can be seen that idle time is reduced to I10.85 seconds (13.86%), which shows the
optimization ofabout Tpercent. The graphical layout of wo*ing stations is illustraied
in ootimized model:
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cE1-14

Arrnrble TiEe h s@rd = 8m Totrl Trsk Tine h secord = 552.49
Idl€ lins n secod = ll0j5 B.|.|ce Dohy = rl"85%

T$lr

Afrer allocating tasks to working stations with F.L.L, probability distdbution function
of each task should be defined, this was the beginning of third phase. For this aim we
used Input Analyzer in ARENA software. lnput Analyzer is capable of test various
distribution functions on the date entercd for each task and select the best one which
suits the task based on Kolrnogorcv-Smimov Test. One of the tasks, as a sample, is
shown. Uniquevisa.net
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The probability distribution function of each task was defined because, it was one the
required inputs of ARENA software. ARENA is simulator software, which we
selected to simulate lines with. [t has different modules such as process, Batch, Creare,
Decide and etc. I should mention that, I used different modules for various purposes.
For installce, Process module was applied to detemine task times by using their
probability distribution functions or Decide module was used as a quality controller.

At first, current model was simulated. Then, I simulated the optimized model which
was output of FLL, but I should take into consideration two limitations of ARENA
included:

. The total number ofmodules in a model should not exceed ,10.

. The total numbet of curent entities in a model should not be more than 150.

Affer simulating the optimized model several problems arised. One of them uas
gathering a large number of entities in some stations because, the number of entrance
modules were more than ejecting modules. For solving this problem, I used,.Delay"
instead of"Seize Delay Release" in Ptocess ntodules. This would cause entities wait a

little in stations. Therefore, bottle necks were omitted, because "Delay" coordinated
the stations by causing delay. The optimized model is illustrated bellow.
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CEl-17 ARENA is capable ofsubmitting various reports. After simulating both cunent and
optimized model, related repots to them werc analyzed. For example, eueue Report
showed that waiting time in queues in curent model was greater than optimized
model. Compadng different reports indicated that optimized model was more effective
and efficient than cunent model. Finally, I drew new (OpC operation process Chat)
because; some ofthe tasks were merged in optimized one.

Summary:

cEl-18 I believe this was not an easy project, for me as a student, but I could handle it by
organizing different meetings with production deparbnent members, using brain
stomring to solve various problems. Also, I had close contact with my professor to
submit weekly reports and manage the project trrerfectty through his guidance.
In my opinion, if Absa.l factory implement optimized model, it will defnitely benefit
from it. That is to say, this model will decrease the total idle time ofassembly line and
cons9quently rcsults in much production.
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A Project I have worked on:

Establishment of Quality Management System Based on
ISO 9001:2008
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Project Manager and Quality Expert
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Introduction:

cE2-l This episode is about establishment of euality Management System (eMS) jn ..Noonaban

Shimi Shomal", the first & largest company in Middle East manufacturing photo
luminescent boards which are used for producing safety sjgns. Noofiaban Shimi Shomal
(NSA) is located in No.3 Houshyar Alley, Shariati St., T.aehran. This project began in
Jan.2010 and finished in Sep. 2010. When this project offered me as a consultant to execute
the project, I was full time employee of IESCO, but I had 2 days ftee (weekends) which let
me handle it. My position was project manager and quality expert.

Background:

CE2-2 In order to demonshate the clear image ofthe project. it is necessary to mention that NSA
quality control was canied out completely traditional and visual. There were no instructions
lbr this purpose a.nd no data was monitored. Therefore, this project was divided into two
phases. The first phase was establisbment and implementation ofquality control system and
the second phase was establishment, documentation and implementation of quality
management system based on ISO 9001:2008.

CE2-3 The main objective of this project was creating methods for quality assurance which suited
NSA activities. Although the traditional methods were used, but they were no longer
appropriate for mass production which was one ofthe consequences of increasing demand.

CE2-4 The work environment was ftiendly but also demanding. Because I was project manager, I
should take responsibility for every particular action that taken during the project. I was in
direct contact with production manager and managing director. Project structure is illustrated
in Fis.1:

11
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Mdaging
Director

Executive
ManaS€r

Proj€ct Mnnager

(my positioi)

Poject Expert

Personal work place Activify:

CE2-5 As it was mentioned the first phase was quality control system establishment. Thus, I
decided to use SPC (statistical process conhol) tools. In this phase I spent a lot of time to
detemine processes of NAS. For this aim I organized various meeting with production

manager and experts, which resulted in preparation ofpreliminary Process Map and Control

Sheet. Control sheet was included types of safety sign's defects, numbers and dates of
occurrence. Because of the various tvDes of the defects. I used Pareto chart to take into

accounts those occurred more.

CE2-6 Those defects that occuned more were related to photo metering, thickness, width and

length of the boards and uniformity and tenacity of printed colors. Therefore, monitoring

and measurement ofall these specifications needed documented quality contol insfuctions.

CE2-7 The first documented instruction was about how to collect sample. One of the problems I
faced was, production experts were unfamiliar with standards for this aim. Therefore, I
combined different standards such as MIL-STD-105D, MIL-STD-414, ISO 2859-1 and ISO

1916 to formulate heu stic method that becomes more applicable for NSA. tn the sampling

insfuction, vadous inspection levels were defined and lot or batch sizes were determined in

the same table. For normal situations, Level Inspection Il was selected. According to its
batch size, the sample size code letter was chose[. In the second table the sample size was

12
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illustrated. By taking into consideration AeL:2.5, the acceptance and rejection numbers for
each batch were defined. Then, according to specifications' test instuction such as thickness
measuing instruction, photo luminescent measu ng instuction and etc.. decision for
rejection or acceptance of batch was made. That is to say, each test instruction had basic
control chan (xbar-R) If the number of sample which their varue fall outside the contror
limit, was more than rejection number, the whole batch was rejected. otherwise it was
accapted. I collected samples for each specification based on Sampling Instruction for ten
days. According to collected data, I drew basic control charts, used Minitab Software.

CE2-8 The second problem was ho\r/ to measure photo luminescent lightening. I studied a lot of
books and tried to find best standards for this purpose. Finally, I formed a new test
instruction which determined the areas on board that shourd be test€d and the cdte a for
values, according to NS 75500(one ofthe best standards in this field). Moreover, my studies
showed that the cenhe of each board is the most import area that must included in
measurement,

CE2-9 Same as other tests, thickness, width and length test instruction were formulated, as well.
The last step was tenacity test plan which was one of the most impofiant specifications.
Because it was a destructive test I used various options to manage it. One ofthem was using
needle and ruler to scratch the surface of experimental printed board, using same color as it
will be applied for whole batch before starting production, then use scotch tape to take off
the p nted area. The condition of acceptance or rejection of colors was defined in the
tenacity test plan.

CE2-10 After establishment and implementation ofquality control system, the second phase which
was quality management system establishment began. ISO 9001:200g (eMS) promotes the
adoption of a process approach when developing, implementing and improving the
effectiveness ofa quality management system, to enhance customer satisfaction by meeting
cus@mer requlrements.

CE2-ll This phase included thrce steps. First step was gap analysis. Ther€fore, I held several
meetings with NSA employees and my colleague. The purpose of tnese meeungs was nor
only gap analysis, but also understanding their frame work in order to document required
p.ocedures. Site visit was the other approach that I applied to make every process clear. I
divided processes into four categories: management processes, product realization & core
processes, monitodng, measurement & improvement processes and provision of resources
processes. Consequently, I finalized the "Process Map" by Visio Software in order to
determine the sequence and interaction ofthem.

13
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CE2-12 The second step was docum€nting procedures and conducting two courses tbr NSA
employees in order to familiarize them with ISO9001:200g and its requirement. The second
coursc was about auditing ISO 9001:200g based on ISO l90l L I handled the first course.

CE2-13 I documented some of the procedures such as production (product realization) procedures
and all ofthe procedures related to clause g. Measurement, analysis and improvement. Also,
I applied "Plan-Do-Check-Act,, (PDCA) to establish procedures. Furhemore, I developed
Process ldentifications based on Turtle Model and a ocate meaningfur indicators to them.
Quality Policy and Manual were established by me, as well. I should mention that clause 7.3
and 7.5.2 were excluded for NSA.

CE2-14 The last step ofthis project was deployment and auditing the eMS. For this purpose all of
the contolled procedures and working instuctions were handed out to related departments.
After two months, I conducted an intemal audit to realize whether the euality Management
System confirmed to the planned arrangements and requirements of this standard. All the
corrections and conective actions were taken in order to eliminate detected nonconformities
and their causes. At the end ofthis phases NSA was ready for CB (Certificate Body) audit.

CE2-15 I should mention, in addition to those meetings with NSA employees, I held various
meetings with my colleague in order to share our evidences and prioritize the measures that
should be taken.

Summaryt

CE2-16 All in all, it was an excellent experience for me. The hardest palt of the project was
searching different resources to obtain updated information about how to document quality
contol instructions which suited NSA. Based on time scheduled by Microsoft prcject

soffware which I created, the project finished on time and met all the requirements,
successfully. The most significant objective of this project which was establishment and
deployment of systematic quality contol were achieved through this Foject. Finally, the
company was ready to conduct third party audit.
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A project I have worked on:

Performance Evaluation Based on

EFQM (2010) Excellence Model

&

Submission formulation (Committed to Excellence)
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Introduction:

CE3-l This project is about implementing self-assessment based on !teM(2010) and
formulating submission in the level of Committed to Excellence in Arya Sasol polymer
Conpany (ASPC) which is located in pars Especial Economic/ Energy Zone, Assaluyeh,
Iran.This project staned in oct. 2010 and finished in Feb.201 r. rcxltne cons'ttant nrm
which I work for) as a consultant was selected by ASPC, implemeotmg the prcject. I
involved in this project as an excellence exbert.

Background:

CE3-2 This proiect was defined because ASpC has implernented IMs(Integrated Management
System) successfully, which is one the requirements of getting on the path to excellence.
In order to continue the excellence path, EFeM Excellence Model (th;t has 9 criterions)
was selected to help ASPC understand their key strenglhs and potential gaps in relation to
their stated Vision and Mission. The other objective ofthis project was parricipatilg
in Petochemical Award in the level of Committ€d to Excellence based on EFeM(2010)
Excellence Model.

t.riirg, Co.dviry nd hBnid

CE3-3 To make a clear image about the project I have to mention that through self_assessment
based on any Excellence Model, appropdate approach (questionnaire, workshop and etc.)
should be chosen according to corpoBte level of excellence.

Self-assessment team building is next step. Several teams ate built based on criterions of
Model. Output of Self-assessment is strengih points and areas for improvement which
help company to provide its Road Map.

Uniquevisa.net



CE3-4 Although ASPC was located in Assaluyeh which was too hot and air pollution was one ofits negative points, but work environrnent was perfect. teopre ftom i6x urra espc *"r"
working closely to achieve their objectives. Therefore, tearn working was the prominent
poinl in the project.

CE3-5 The chart ofthis project is illustrated bellow:

Managing Director

Executive Manager
Inousrlal

Department

Project Supervisor

Project Manager

Course Trainers Coordinator

Exce ence expen I I Excellence ExFeF' Jl (mv oosition)

I worked as an excellence expert. Most important rcsponsibilities under taken by me were
as follows:
-Designing and documenting best approach (questionnaire and work shop) for
self-assessing all crirerions in ASPC.
-Training RADAR Logic to members of self-assessment tearns.
-Conducting self-assessment using questionnaire and work shop approaches for criterions
5,6 &9.
-Submission formulation for three improvement projects,
-Establishment of Self-assessment procedure and link it to IMS
-Prio tizing AFIs (Areas for Improvement detected thr.ough self-assessment)
-Providing Road Map of the coryorate align to priodtized AFIs

18
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Personal work place Activity:

CE3-6 Three phases were defined for this project. planning and taking required primary acrions
were its first phase. Thus, I provided time schedule ofthe project by Microsoft office
Project and allocated resources to each task. I should mention that I updated it every two
weeks as a project controller and submitted reports to project manager.

CE3-7 In order to familiarize people with EFeM, one-day general seminar was conducted. Next
step was selecting consensus of Self-assessment team which were required to carry out
Self-assessment in ASPC. This selection was based on each criterion ofEFQM. t built
four teams. For instance, one team was built for cdterions 5 and 6 both. because
c terions should be linked to each other. I should take the responsibilities of two teams
and trained them RADAR Logic which EFeM is based on.

CE3-8 One ofthe most impofiairt operations in this phase was designing and documentlng
self-assessment approach which was my duty. After studying various approaches, I
decided to integrate questionnaire and workshop approaches that suited ASPC best. In
this way, the weak points ofeach approach could be covered by the other one. For this
pupose, I established a questionnaire which included all 9 criterions and at the end of
each critedon, I considered a place to w te strength points and areas for improvement. [n
this phase different training courses were conducted.

CE3-9 The second phase ofthis project was implementing self-assessment by questionnaire and
workshop approach. I was a leader ofteam which had to cover criterions 5 and 6. I
conducted self-assessment with cooperation ofASPC people. Therefore, strength points
and AFIS were detected and scoring based on organization maturity in various criterions
was canied out. I was chosen to lead this team because, I am specialist in processes,
products and seNices (criterion 5) and customer result (Crjterion 6) . I have done
different customer survey projects based on Servqual Methodology, so I was competent
enough to handle these criterions. In addition, inputs ofself-assessment are RADAR
Logic and EFQM Excellence Model. Thus, I was qualified in these fields, as well.

19
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In order to make ASPC understand where they are on Excellence path, I designed an
Excel sheet (benchmarked ftom EFeM websile), aligned to the questionnaire I haa
documented, which &aw RADAR chart showed the score ofeach critedon (Fig. a).
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cE3-10 Next step was submission formulation for the level of conmitted to excellence. ln order
to achieve this aim four improvement projects that were executed in ASPC, should be
defined in RADAR logic. I handled three ofthem which were ISO IIEC 17025:2005,
ERP (Enterprise Resource planning) and IMS (lnte$ated Manag€ment System) .l
attended several meetings with ASpC people to gather information and wrore these
rmprovement projects in RADAR logic.

The last phase was improvement planning and determining the Excellence
PathofASPC. To provide and compile the Excellence path. improvement projecrs,
which were detected through self-assessment should be prioritized. Accordins to their
attributes, I applied TOPSIS Methodology to prioririze rhem. After defininc e;imateo
start and finish date for each project, the Excellence path was compiled. Foi each
project, Improvement Project Identification was established. ASpC Road Map was
provided in line wirh rheir Sralegic plamjng.

I established and docunented self-assessment procedure and continual imDrovement
procedure in order to conduct it systematically from now on in ASPC. I defined
continual improvement procedure in IMS and linked self_assessment procedure to it in
orcer to adopt process approach.

cE3-11

cE3-12

Dummary:

CE3- 13 In my opinion it was a great project because, I could measure my kno\4. ledge in
different areas as EFQM considers every aspect oforganization,s activity. The most
impofiant goal ofthe project, which was assessing where ASPC was on the path to
excellence, was achieved. Arya Sasol polymer Company accomplished to receive
Committed to Excellence Certificate" as well.
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"oa 

ntemeots otComp"tency

Competency elements How and where denonstrated
Paragraph reference
in career f,pisodo

POI Knowledge Base

PEl.1 Knowledge of science
and engineering
fundamentals

I prepared GANT Chart with Microsoft
Project. Not only I redefined the marn
process with details by using operation
prccess chart (OPC), but also I defined
management, monito ng, measulement &
lmprovement and provision of resources
processes in the Process Map thrcugh Visio
soilware.

I applied stop watch method for time study,
line balancing through FLL software and
simulating by ARENA software.

I used SPC (Statistical Process contuol)
tools. I prepared necessary technical
documents such procedures, used PDCA
(Plan Do Check Action), and conrrol sheet.

I am expert in RADAR Logic and EFQM.I
used TOPSIS method to prio tize AIIS.

cE3-6, CE1-17,

cE2-11

cE1-7, CE1-10,

cEt-14, CEI -15

cE2-5, CE2-r3

cE3-9, CE3-11

PEl.2 In-depthtechnical
competence in at least

one engineering

discipline

By using industrial engineering tools and
techniques I am able to simulate production
lines in order to optimize them.

I am able to define processes of the
company and use SPC to control them. I
established ISO 9001:2008(QMS) and

conducted intemal audit. I used rarious
standards to create sampling procedure

which suited the company.

I can evaluate performance based on
Excellence Model and apply RADAR Logic
for this puq)ose.

cE1-7, CEl-10,

cEr-14, CE1-15

cE2-s, cB2-r0,

cE2-t4, CE2-7
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